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HYPERGRAVITY
COMPRESSOR

HYPERGRAVITY COMPRESSOR is 
the missing link that will take your 
tone from good to great. Featuring 
no less than three amazing modes, 
HYPERGRAVITY COMPRESSOR 
includes a state-of-the-art multiband 
compressor, a cool vintage 
compressor, plus endless compression 
combinations through TonePrint. 
HYPERGRAVITY COMPRESSOR is the 
key to getting that much-desired pro 
tone with even dynamics. Kick it in and be prepared to shine!

•	 Studio-Quality	Multiband	Compressor

•	 Vintage	Mode	for	classic	stompbox	compression

•	 TonePrint	enabled

## Compact compressor pedal  
offers exceptional multiband 
compression plus a sweet  
vintage compressor mode

## Advanced MD3 multiband dynamics 
algorithm applies perfectly tailored 
compression to highs, mids and lows 
for an ultra-musical result

## Warm vintage mode lets you  
play with a classic stompbox 
compressor tone

## TonePrint-enabled to let you beam 
cool signature tones into your pedal 
with the free TonePrint App

## Design your own customized 
compression effects from scratch 
with free TonePrint Editor for  
PC, Mac*, and iPad*

## True bypass allows for optimum 
clarity and zero high-end loss when 
the pedal is off

## Optional buffered bypass mode 
prevents high frequency loss from 
long cable runs

## Simple, easy-to-use controls let you 
focus on playing

## Compact format fits on any  
pedal board

## High-quality components to give 
you a true studio-grade compressor 
in a pedal format
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Compress Without 
Compromise
HYPERGRAVITY COMPRESSOR’s highly 
advanced multiband dynamics algorithm is the 
same MD3 compression algorithm that can be 
found in our studio production masterpiece, 
System 6000 which has been the preferred 
dynamics tool for top producers for over  
10 years. Its technologically superior engine 
applies perfectly tailored compression for your 
highs, mids and lows, and leaves you with an 
ultra-transparent and in the end, more musical 
compression than what can be achieved with 
standard single-band compressors. This lets 
you go from subtle airy shimmers, to full-on 
straightjacket tone-holds and anywhere in 
between, without ever compromising your 
original tone.

Squeeze Into Some  
Tight Tones
Jump straight into those old-school compression 
tones of yesteryear with HYPERGRAVITY 
COMPRESSOR’s warm vintage mode. You get 
all of the squeeze and squash you could ever 
want, alongside that extra presence associated 
with those classic stompbox compressors 
we all know and love. Perfect for percussive 
country tones, tight funk sounds or sweet  
Gilmour sustain.

*Mac and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc. All third-party 
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Their use 
neither constitutes a claim of the trademark nor affiliation of the 
trademark owners with MUSIC Tribe. Product names are mentioned 
solely as a reference for compatibility, effects and/or components. 
Warranty details can be found at musictri.be.

## Sturdy die-cast metal case designed 
for life on the road

## 3-Year Warranty Program*

## Designed and engineered  
in Denmark
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TonePrint – Customized Compression
With our proprietary TonePrint technology you can finally realize the full potential of your inner 
compression-geek. The free TonePrint Editor and its wealth of parameters, lets you tailor that fully 
focused compression tone completely to your liking. But hey, if you’d rather rely on the sonic wisdom 
of others, then we have a solution for that too. Via the free TonePrint App, you can beam custom-
tweaked compression tones made by some of music’s finest to the pedal. It’s time to unleash those 
dream tones inside your head!

TonePrint
TonePrint means signature effects – and signature effects means truly creative tones. From classic 
innovators to the guys shaping the future of music, we’ve asked the coolest artists around to come 
up with their customized signature version of a TC ELECTRONIC effect – and make them available  
to you for free!

Check out artists!

True to Tone
You love tone, so do we, and our design philosophy testifies to that. So whatever route you  
wanna go, we got your back. With optimized headroom, True Bypass or Buffered Bypass switch and 
Kill-Dry on/off, this pedal guarantees optimal tonal integrity and zero loss of tone. And, no matter if the 
pedal is on or off your precious dry sound is always passed through the pedal unharmed in all it’s pure 
analog glory due to an Analog-Dry-Through.

https://www.tcelectronic.com/toneprints/toneprint-artists
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You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own 
MUSIC Tribe factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality 
assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have 
one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous 
Warranty program.

Your Vision, Your Sound!
Music is the truest expression of self – that’s why it is your right to have your effect sound the way  
YOU want it to, no holds barred. With the TonePrint Editor you have full control over all effects 
parameters – so you can create your own signature TC sound.

Get the Editor Now for PC/Mac

Beam!
Download the free TonePrint app for Android and iPhone, choose the TonePrint you want to hear 
and beam it instantly from your phone through your guitar’s pickup into your TonePrint pedal.  
No cables needed!

Learn more about beaming TonePrints.

https://www.musictri.be/
http://https://r.music-group.com/r/warranty/P0DDG
https://www.tcelectronic.com/Categories/Tcelectronic/Guitar/Apps/TONEPRINT-EDITOR/p/P0CLC
https://www.tcelectronic.com/brand/tcelectronic/toneprint-landing
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For service, support or more information contact the TC ELECTRONIC location nearest you:

Europe 
 MUSIC Tribe Brands UK Ltd.
Tel: +44156 273 2290 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

USA/Canada 
 MUSIC Tribe Commercial NV Inc.
Tel: +1 702 800 8290 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

Japan 
 MUSIC Tribe Services JP K.K.
Tel: +81 3 6231 0453 
Email:  CARECrea@music-group.com 

CAREEnte@music-group.com 
CARELife@music-group.com

MUSIC Tribe accepts no liability for any loss which may be suffered by any person who relies either wholly or in part upon any description, photograph, or statement contained herein.  
Technical specifications, appearances and other information are subject to change without notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. MIDAS, KLARK TEKNIK,  
LAB GRUPPEN, LAKE, TANNOY, TURBOSOUND, TC ELECTRONIC, TC HELICON, BEHRINGER, BUGERA and COOLAUDIO are trademarks or registered trademarks of MUSIC Tribe Global  
Brands Ltd. © MUSIC Tribe Global Brands Ltd. 2018 All rights reserved.


